colour-blind practices allow for casting based on race in order to safeguard ethnic minority roles, or where it is deemed significant to character and/or text. 4 Thus, whilst the racial significance of bodies may be emphasised or lessened in different casting practices, bodies per se always remain central to the casting process. The actor's physical features, the sound of the body (voice), the movement of the body in space (kinaesthesis), the capacity for theatrical transformation through make-up or costume:
all are central to acting, to the body, and, therefore, are also central to casting.
Yet, whilst colour-blind casting is a slippery term, neither the RSC's website and annual report, nor the UK actor's union, Equity, deploy the term colour-blind casting in their literature. Rather, a document on the Equity website published in 2011 asserts its commitment to integrated casting, which it defines as:
• The casting of artists in productions (dance/drama etc.) so that the cast/ensemble, in its entirety, is multiracial in composition.
• Whilst African, Caribbean, South Asian, East Asian, Arabic and other minority ethnic artists continue to be the subject of discrimination they should be given preferential consideration in the casting of parts specifically written as from these ethnic minority groups.
• The casting of performers must be on the basis of their individual abilities as performers regardless of their racial origins.
• The range and type of work is in no way restricted or bounded by stereotypical traditions and conventions.
• The establishment and practice of an equal opportunities programme in every aspect of the entertainment industry.
• The casting of artists in production(s) that exceeds tokenism. 4 Ibid.
• Equity acknowledges that the practices known as 'blacking-up' and 'yellowface' are offensive to many performers and cannot be justified except in very limited circumstances.
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Some parts of Equity's statement clearly speak to the conception of colour-blind casting as outlined above, in so much as casting judgements should, unless specific circumstances dictate, be made regardless of race, and that casts should be multiracial where possible. But in its insistence on the term 'integrated casting' rather than 'colour-blind', on a lack of tokenism, and on the preferential treatment for actors from ethnic minority backgrounds in roles that pertain to them, Equity perhaps encourages, as August Wilson argued for, a consciousness of colour in casting. 6 Yet, there is also a paradox in Equity's statement, for it asserts on the one hand that 'ethnic artists […] should be given preferential consideration in the casting of parts specifically written as from these ethnic minority groups', but that 'the range and type of work is in no way restricted or bounded by stereotypical traditions and conventions'. I am unconvinced as to how these two seemingly antithetical ideas pertain to each other.
Can an actor be given preferential treatment for a part that pertains to an ethnic minority group and, at the same time, resist stereotype? I wonder how often such opportunities present themselves.
It is here that the connection between actor and role raises questions around the actual materiality of the body, and concepts of the 'self', character, role and 'other'. As Collette Conroy argues, 'the real bodies of real actors are the materials with which we play. There are fictions, but there is also a reality '. 7 But what is the relationship between fiction (the role) and reality (the actor's body)?
Ultimately, one supposes that the point of integrated casting is to render race irrelevant, to pluralise the representations a body might come to symbolise. But, deciding on the 'irrelevance' of race has implications. As Lisa Anderson has pointed out:
The presence of a black actor on stage recalls other representations, other plays […] .
[T]he meanings of blackness do not disappear simply because a director chooses to pretend that skin colour and race do not signify anything in our culture. 8 Assuming whiteness to exist as the normative racial force, 9 integrated casting runs a risk of masking prejudice across history, and in the contemporary, by closing its eyes to colour. Perhaps integrated casting, as Anderson argues, 'requires that we ignore three hundred years of history, or if not ignore them, render them meaningless'. 10 It is indeed convenient for whiteness to wash out colour, to erase history, and to assert theatrical inclusivity as opposed to a genuinely socio-political and economic one. Yet, such a critique supposes that colour-blind casting exists only as a tokenistic practice, whereas 'integration' has, paradoxically, had demonstrably positive effects in raising the cultural visibility of actors from some ethnic groups. Such a critique also diminishes the dramatic possibilities for theatre by limiting actors to their ethnicity. casting perhaps suggests that there are, but to explain how, it is first necessary to outline a theoretical framework through which these possibilities might be described.
'That which matters about an object is its matter'
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In Bodies that Matter, Judith Butler asserts that bodies are not 'simply and only a linguistic effect which is reducible to a set of signifiers', for 'such a distinction overlooks the materiality of the signifier itself'. 12 Instead, Butler argues that materiality and discourse are a necessary union, for 'to know the significance of something is to know how and why it matters, where "to matter" means at once "to materialize" and "to mean"'.
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Butler's suggestion that the very possibility of the material body is enmeshed in discourse is significant to a consideration of the relationship between actor and role. As Conroy points out, 'Butler sees bodies as always already figured in language.
Bodies are not inert lumps of matter that are there to be studied or interpreted but analytical tools to help us articulate and to investigate elements of human behaviour and action'. 14 Thus, if we concur with Butler's argument that materiality is produced by and through discourse, it follows that casting produces the possibility of bodily materiality on the stage through the act of casting. In other words, without casting, the actor's body cannot appear on stage.
Yet, there are problems in attempting to apply Butler's concept of materiality to casting in the relatively straightforward way proposed above. in the very act of its performance. 16 Thus, what is the 'reality of the actor's self' we see on stage? Butler suggests that this is as performative as any role in the theatre, and, indeed, any actor on the bus. In both contexts, the discourse of materiality and its performance produces identity.
We need, therefore, to understand that casting an actor into a role means connecting two performing entities into one performative context. This can be most keenly observed in actors who have achieved fame: they are recognised both on stage and off. As Marvin Carlson has highlighted, famous actors are oftentimes chosen because an audience will recognise them, and this does not necessarily threaten mimesis, and may in fact serve to heighten the theatrical experience. 17 In this sense, the concept of performance residue, the connection to past performances, becomes significant to the progression of an actor's career, especially when past success can be invoked to generate economic interest in new projects.
However, the impact of typecasting, specifically its curbing effect on the availability of parts for an actor, takes on particular significance when discussing race and representation. It is, perhaps, self-evident that the repeated attribution of particular characteristics to actors, especially when they are of a specific race, is more than 'ghosting'. In these instances, residue may have real, discernable effects in the social realm, and furthermore, may even play a part in constructing the rules within which a social role must be played. have on the face of them the look -or at least the grammatical make-up -of 'statements'; but nevertheless they are seen, when more closely inspected, to be, quite plainly, not utterances which could be 'true' or 'false' […] [I]n saying these words we are doing something.
Foucault '"materiality" designates a certain effect of power or, rather, is power in its formative or constituting effects'. 19 If the production of materiality is both the effect and the assertion of discursive power, then casting -the process of producing the materiality of the actor's body as a theatrically discursive entity -is bound up to same dynamic. Casting produces bodies in relation to dominant discursive modes and to particular socio-political and economic modes at a specific time in history. In the case of twenty-first century Britain, whiteness and patriarchy, and their relationship to the capitalist economy, remain significant normative forces in the way casting is deployed, and its effects perceived.
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In returning to a general discussion of the 'famous actor', the more an actor is known, the more recognised they are, the more money the box office draws in, and the more economically valuable the 'star' becomes. Actors who can cultivate a famous 'self' enter into, if they are lucky, a sustaining and nourishing economic cycle.
Visibility for an actor from an ethnic group is much harder to gain. Authentic casting practices may provide visibility, but they might also confine ethnic minority actors to representing a narrow range of tropes. This makes it more difficult for an actor from an ethnic minority to enter into the economic flow of capital outlined above, and simply become 'an actor'. In any case, is this actually ever possible, and even desirable?
One of the arguments against the possibility of attaining true colour-blindness is that fact that identity politics remain constrained by dominant (white) ideologies.
As Shane Phelan has asserted in relation to lesbian sexuality: If identity construction is ultimately a political act that is rooted to the imposition of essentialism, then it is important to examine how theatre constructs ethnic essentialisms in casting.
On the website Spotlight, an online database used by performers to market themselves to casting directors in the UK, actors are asked to describe their physical appearance by choosing up to three racial identifiers under the heading 'normal appearance'. Thus, an actor might assert that they are, for instance, 'East Asian', 'Chinese' and even 'Japanese', even though they were born, and had always lived, in
Britain. Although Spotlight permits an actor to identify as 'mixed race', more nuanced options such as 'British East Asian' or 'Black British' are not deemed to be relevant:
actors are asked to identify according to race (i.e. purely racial characteristics), not ethnicity. At an ideological level, this decision constrains resistance to the repressive ascription of essentialisms described by Phelan. Indeed, if viewed through the lens of whiteness studies, this racial objectification of the actor (which seems to me to be anathema to the project of colour-blindness) may contribute to an essentialised 'white self/coloured other' dichotomy, for there is no means to assert a more complex and nuanced ethnic position. An actor cannot be both 'self' and 'other' in racial terms. On a theatrical level, this approach also implies an 'authentic' relationship between physiognomy and character; through Spotlight, an actor's ethnicity remains crucial to being invited to audition. Certainly, one could point to the fact that Ben Kingsley is a 'brand' with box office appeal. The 'star actor' has economic power, both in terms of securing box office returns, and, as a consequence, greater financial investment in the production as a
whole.
Yet, I would argue that there is more to this casting decision than pure economics. It is important to first recognise that, in the narrative of the film, The
Mandarin is not all that he seems. He is not, in actual fact, the arch-villain that he appears to be, but the creation of a jobbing actor called Trevor Slattery (also played by Kingsley). Slattery explains that, by virtue of his drug habit, he ended up performing the role for a criminal network in return for more drugs and a wealthy The manipulation of these expressive modes become crucial to the point the film is expressing, for the 'performance of threat' connects The Mandarin to the televised broadcasts of Osama Bin Laden. Yet, the revelation that The Mandarin is 'just' an actor implies that such mediatised threats can be subject to manipulation, perhaps even to work in the service of domestic politics.
In analysing the relevance of Kingsley's appearance, it is clear that his own ethnicity, history and experience, provides another layer of reflexivity to this discussion of identity performance, including in the everyday. Kingsley was born in
North Yorkshire with the name Krishna Pandit Bhanji, the son of an Indian doctor of Gujarati decent. Kingsley has openly admitted that adopting a stage name that sounded more 'English' was significant to opening doors at the start of his career. It would seem that the ethnic pretence offered by Kingsley was too knowingly reflexive to sustain charges of racism.
The Reification of Identity in the RSC's The Orphan of Zhao (2012)
The same cannot be said for the RSC's 2012-13 production of The Orphan of Zhao, which ignited controversy and protest, before and after its premiere. Protests began on social media, but in October 2012 the press picked up on the story, with articles appearing in The Stage, Guardian, and Huffington Post. 33 The debacle was subsequently mentioned in most reviews of the production. If casting an ex-RSC actor in Iron Man 3 can be used to evade charges of racism through performative reflexivity, why was The Orphan of Zhao different? In order to explore this, I analyse my own experiences of witnessing the performance to argue that the marketing of the production laid the RSC bare to charges of cultural imperialism. As a consequence, I
propose that integrated casting -if it was really achieved -served to further locate the play in an authentic paradigm, which closed down the theatrical gap between actor and role(s).
In Tu'an Gu, played by Joe Dixon, introduced himself and then stated that 'to be powerful, one must be feared, really feared'. 35 In the performance I witnessed, 36 Dixon inserted a pause, turning the line into 'to be… powerful, one must be feared, As the casting 'de-integrated', so the roles that BEA actors performed were scrutinised. In a comment piece on The Guardian website, Anna Chen, a BEA writer, poet, journalist and broadcaster argued that:
This 13th-century Yuan-dynasty masterpiece may be the first Chinese play to make it to the hallowed RSC, but the only parts given to actors of east Asian heritage are two dogs. And a maid-servant. Who dies. Tragically. Indeed, during the performance I witnessed, when the actor Siu Hun Li finally did deliver a line (somewhere in the second half), and did so with a Scottish accent rather than the 'Chinglish' so often stereotypically ascribed to Chinese characters in British popular culture, the audience literally gasped. In a 'Chinese Shakespeare', BEA actors might reasonably be considered to be playing 'authentically Chinese characters', and it was within this context that the very idea of BEA actors playing 'dogs and maids' seemed, to some critics, to appear to be racist. Felicitous reception derives from a tacit agreement between practitioners and audience members to accept the exaggerated divergence between reality and representation on stage that this particular form of non-traditional casting entails. If the protocols to be applied are not clearly indicated, even the most willing spectators can be confused about whether the matching of actors of one race with characters of another is incidental or central to the production concept. 41 In the instance of The Orphan of Zhao, Pao's analysis provides some context to the dynamics of the argument; of why the RSC stood by, and why BEA artists felt so justified in criticising, the artistic decisions behind The Orphan of Zhao.
Yet, this particular case also brings some of the broader questions around integrated casting, most specifically whether it can ever be really 'integrated', to the fore. For instance, the casting of David Oyelowo as Henry VI by the RSC in 2000 42 the first time a Black actor had been cast in the role of a King in a Shakespeare playwas celebrated by some as a landmark moment in the casting of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) actors. 43 But if casting is supposed to be integrated, then
should it matter who plays whom? The fact is that, all too frequently, it does matter, and this suggests that integrated casting is at its most effective only in those instances when the acting company can be most differentiated. In other words, and despite the rhetoric, integrated casting is most fêted when it highlights its own processes, when it 'de-integrates' the cast to shine a light on the differences between the ethnicity of actors as a means to draw attention to its own casting choices as socially progressive.
As a result, I would argue that integrated casting practices actually demonstrate the normative power of whiteness, for as long as integrated casting elicits any kind of comment on the choices that are made (the first black Shakespearean King etc.), it cannot achieve the integration it supposedly seeks. Undoubtedly, this troublesome dynamic fuelled The Orphan of Zhao controversy because some critics felt that the process of casting had denied BEA actors their 'moment'. 
